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Chapter Two: The Revision

I had no idea where these men were taking me or why. All I knew was that they 
killed my family. 

~After Byron finishes narrating, the view fades in and out for a second. 
Then back on, it first sees out of the eyes of Byron, strapped to a chair. It  
then circles around him showing him strapped into a chair, which 
resembles one at a dentist’s office. Tubes and wires are connected to him. 
A strange helmet is above his head waiting to be lowered on to his head 
with multiple wires connected to it. Strange muffled voices come out of a 
speaker.

Voice: Are there any confidential files of project I-3SO?
Byron: Who are you people? Where am I?
Voice: Answer the question.
Byron: WHO ARE YOU PEOPLE!
-He is silent for a few moments. He speaks quietly. 
Byron: No.

~The helmet is then lowered onto his head. Byron screams for a second 
before anything happens. The helmet is turned on, and he becomes 
motionless. A strange tube sticks out of the helmet with a microchip inside 
of it. A needle goes into the tube and removes the chip; it is then placed 
inside Byron’s head. Screen goes white. Images of his family flash through 
the white screen but fade into nothing. Then through the white, text 
appears, “Eight Years Later”. 

~After text fades, the screen fades showing the ocean. It’s a rainy, dark 
night. The screen starts to shift to the right and eventually reaches a Yacht 
in the middle of the ocean. Camera switches to a room inside of the yacht.  
A gray haired man is fixing a black bow tie on his white suit with white 
pants. The view is of the back of his head, but you see his face in a mirror 
as well as the rest of the room to his back. He bends down to tie his shoe; 
you see the room’s door open in the mirrors reflection. The camera moves 
down to see the man tying his shoe, he finishes and the man stands up as 
the camera follows him. In the mirror is a man covered by his shadow so 
you cannot see his face. The man gasps.



Man: It can’t be. 

~The mysterious man sticks a needle in his neck and injects the contents 
into him. He falls to the ground motionless. The man checks the white suit  
man’s pulse, he is dead. The mysterious man looks up, it is Byron. Byron 
picks him up and walks down the hallway eventually reaching outside. He 
throws the man overboard and jumps in after him. There is a small mini 
sub under the yacht. He ties the man to the sub and holds onto it himself.  
He starts up the sub and they fly off into the ocean. 

~The screen fades to black, and a few seconds later the screen reapers. 
Everything is white, and the camera slowly moves downward to reveal a 
padded room with a metal sheet propped up a few feet with metal bands all  
around it used to lock arms and legs into place. A helmet like the earlier 
one seen is at the top of this metal bed like thing. In the bed is Byron. Eyes 
closed, not moving a muscle. The bonds on his arms and legs are 
suddenly unlocked and the helmet is turned off and raised. The camera 
zooms in on each bond as it is removed, and then zooms in on the helmet 
as it is removed as well. Then it zooms in on Byron’s closed eyes as they 
open. His eyes move around casually. The view then moves quickly over to 
the direction that his eyes are looking to see the metal door wide open. He 
gets up and walks toward the door. The room that he walks into has many 
shelves and boxes, it is dark. He looks around only to have a gun drawn on 
him. The screen jumps to Byron, to the man, to the gun in his hand.

Man: Report
Byron: Inbound XK
Man: XK, what do you fear.
Byron: I do not know fear.
Man: Who am I, XK?
Byron: Mr. Jonathan Delmoore, member of the head project review board of the 
Platforms. 

~The screen moves back to the man’s face to reveal that it is Delmoore. 

It was my old supervisor, Jonathan Delmoore. However at that point I did not 
know him the way I used to. But for some reason, I knew everything about him. 

~Delmoore shoots the gun, and out comes a dart knocking Byron to the 
ground. Delmoore runs up to him and examines his head with a powerful,  
yet small pocket microscope. He finds the hole that the microchip was 
originally planted into his head, and he opens the scar that it is now. He 
removes the chip and destroys it. Byron wakes up and kicks Delmoore to 
the ground, he then puts him in a headlock.

Delmoore: Report!



Delmoore: That’s right. Report!

~Byron releases Delmoore and stumbles backward. He then passes out. 

~Screen fades into a desert of red and brown sand, filled with dunes and 
hills. It is dusk and we see a few dune buggies trekking across the sand. 
The camera follows these buggies and they eventually reach a fort-like 
base on the top of a dune. Multiple men exit the buggies and proceed into 
the base. They circle around one man who looks rather important. They 
walk down a hallway until they reach a door at the end. The guards stay at 
the doorway and do not enter. The VIP opens the door and enters the room. 
Before he has a chance to take 10 steps a man creeps out of the darkness 
and walks up undetected directly behind the VIP. He grabs him by the neck 
and pulls him downward. He is stabbed quite vigorously from behind and 
you hear the stabbing noise as the blade travels all the way through him. 
The VIP makes a grunt and as soon as he makes the grunt the screen cuts 
again.

~The cuts quickly to the foot of a bed and Byron pops up in fright. He is 
panting and sweating. The camera pans around the room as if you are 
looking through his eyes. It looks like he is in a hotel room. Delmoore is 
sitting in a chair across the room. Screen zooms out a bit to show them 
both.

Delmoore: Hello there. I seem to have some memory of you. Heh.
Byron: Who?
Delmoore: I don’t suppose you remember me, do you? But I suppose with all 
your recent occurrences, who would.
Byron: Where am I?
Delmoore: Safe. For the first time in eight years, you are safe. Do you remember 
who you are? Do you remember your life?
Byron: What? 
Delmoore: Hmm, it’s taking longer than I expected. What about your family? 

~Screen moves over to show the side of Byron’s head. The screen flashes 
quickly the images of when Laura and Katie were dead on the bed. Byron 
holds his head in pain.

Delmoore: You remember. Don’t you? 

~Camera zooms in on the side of his head. It is dark and cannot see much 
detail. You see tears trickle down his face and drip onto the bed he is on.

Byron: What happened.



~Camera moves to Delmoore who begins to speak, he says “after your 
presentation” but during him saying that, his voice fades and Byron begins 
to narrate while Delmoore’s mouth is still moving telling Byron what 
happened. Camera switches to Byron and Delmoore and other parts of the 
room during this narration.

Delmoore began to tell me what happened. The board gave their report of I-3SO 
to the head administration of the Platforms. They also included that I would never 
make Iso into weaponry. That was the reason why the head review board 
decided to accept Delmoore’s proposal to personally review my project. They 
wanted a technology that could potentially create a firepower that the world had 
never seen. When I said I wouldn’t create Iso weapons, the decision was made 
to take the technology by force. They killed my wife and daughter and placed me 
into a program ran by one of my competitors. Something called X-G7K4, XG for 
short. A top-secret project that only the administrators of the Platforms knew 
about. It was some sort of, super soldier builder. It could turn any normal human 
being into a machine, capable of being programmed to do anything. They were 
able to enhance strength, speed, agility, neutralize pain. They could fit a lifetime 
of combat training into one day. Except I had more than one day of this, I had 
eight years.  Everything the perfect assassin would need I had. I was called the 
XK. Delmoore told me that for the past eight years I had been a puppet for the 
Platforms. I had killed, stolen; their wishes had been fully realized. It was only a 
matter of time until they became the most powerful organization of all time. They 
controlled more than we could have ever dreamed of. Entire governments, 
armies, everything was under their control. Just how Jonathon described to me 
how they would rise to power. They developed Iso weaponry to fuel their vast 
needs for chaos and control. They created artillery I could have never dreamed 
of. Iso became my tools for destruction. And with then at my side, destruction 
became a walk in the park.

~The camera moves over to Byron. He grasps the back of his head while 
shaking it.

Byron: What have I done? What have I done?
Delmoore: You had no control. You were simply the hammer among the nail. 
You could not have done anything about it. The microchip I pulled from your 
head is what allowed them to control you 100%. They erased all of your 
memories, your past, feelings, and emotions. You had no name, no life. A ghost. 
Byron:  My work of art turned into a sentinel from hell. I used this power to 
create a massacre, their massacre. I created a new age. An age belonging to 
them! The Platforms now own this world because of me. Those BASTARDS!

~As he says that he chucks the clock next to the bed at a mirror. He does 
this with such strength and agility.

Byron: Just by that, I can feel what they have done to me. 



Delmoore: I’m so sorry Matthew. I don’t know what to say. 

~Byron stands up and leans on the dresser, back turned to Delmoore.

Byron: You don’t need to say anything. However I’m going to need some money 
and everything you know about them.
Delmoore: What are you planning?
Byron: They took my work, my family, my life. I don’t want to you to share that 
fate so get as far away from here as possible, get you and your family away as 
fast as you can. Do not go to the Platforms under any circumstances, John. 
~He turns to Delmoore and sticks out his hand.
Byron: And lastly, thank you. You saved my life.
~Delmoore accepts his handshake. And he then hugs him.
Delmoore: Bank account 157-8577-6887. Veracruz. 

~Delmoore leaves a briefcase on the counter and exits the room. As he is 
about to leave he looks back, and he then shuts the door. Byron moves 
over to the briefcase and the camera gives a view from behind the brief 
case as he opens it. He reaches his hands in and pulls out two desert eagle 
pistols. He loads them and puts them on the counter and puts his hands on 
the top of the briefcase. Byron begins to narrate.

It was clear now. Like the sun, shinning upon a rainy day. I knew what I must do. 
I knew what would commence. The Platforms turned this world into a stone age 
from hell. They were responsible for the deaths of countless lives. But on top of 
all else they stole everything I loved and treasured. And for this they could no 
longer live unpunished. For this, they would pay.

-As Byron says that, the camera zooms in on his eyes. Once he says “They 
stole everything I loved and treasured”…… his eyes become angry. 
Quickly after he says “For this, they will pay.” He closes the briefcase and 
a click is heard. 

End of Chapter Two


